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Strong delivery with powerful lyrics and the ability to mix creativity with real life situations. 17 MP3 Songs

HIP HOP/RAP: Rap, HIP HOP/RAP: Southern Style Details: OPEN THE BOOK OF MY LIFE: HEAR MY

CRY;  GET 2 KNOW ME Babiboi "The Journal" is the first album released under U2DK PRODUKSHUNZ.

The album contains 17 hot tracks featuring U2DK artists D-Tre, Kataz, Eclipse!, and Big Yank. "The

Journal" also features DJ Controller (of 106.3 Hattiesburg MS) along with Prettyboi, Mista Devious, and

Fergerlia Adams. This album stands out from other rap albums because it is not one dimensional.

Babiboi's lyrics are on point, he's versatile, and keeps the attention of the listener. "The Journal" basically

covers a time frame in Babiboi's life that he wanted to share with the world. (The time frame is 1978-2004,

but I am still alive. This album refers to a closed chapter in my life) Everybody can relate to "The Journal"

in some way, because everyone has a TESTIMONY. I MUST STRESS THIS POINT!!! Everyone has

lived life in darkness at one point in time. Everyone has been through something that may help another

individual in need. The people in need can only be helped by someone willing to tell the TRUTH about

what experiences we've faced in life. I'm trying to help some people with this album because I know that

there are over a million people out in the world that may have been in similar situations. Or should I say,

they feel just like I do but they haven't had any one break it down to them like BABIBOI before. Yes, I'm

from MISSISSIPPI and I have a pretty good head on my shoulders. First I must give Thanks 2 GOD for

allowing me to live through my circumstances and 4 BLESSING me with the talents and courage to be

able to put my feelings to this genre of music. Much luv to my Mother, Father, Sisters and all of my Family

members and Fans out there that supported me in this project. You all can mark my words, This is only

the beginning for U2DK PRODUKSHUNZ. We got a lot more heat coming your way. Just Give Me A

Minute. I also gotta give a SHOUT OUT to one of the REALEST Rappers 2 ever do it. The Late Great
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TUPAC SHAKUR (I Thank GOD 4 Your Spirt On Wax) P.S. FEEL FREE TO LEAVE SOME

ENCOURAGING WORDS... THIS RAP GAME ISN'T AS EASY AS SOME PEOPLE PERCEIVE IT TO

BE. IT TAKES A LOT OF HARD WORK AND DEDICATION. I ASK FOR U LISTENERS TO CONSIDER

PURCHASING THE ALBUMS WE RELEASE IF U TRULY ENJOY THE MUSIC WE ARE PROVIDING 4

U. WE APPRECIATE YOUR SUPPORT. MUCH LUV, BABIBOI
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